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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(M): MARGHERITA,ASSAM. 

 

 

Present: Smti. Sushmita Borpujari, AJS. 
  Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(M), 
  Margherita,Assam. 

          

       GR Case No.966 of 2015 

 

U/S. 448/352/294/506 I.P.C 

State 

Vs. 
 

   Sri Sameswar Dadhara.................Accused. 
 
 

Learned Advocate for Prosecution: Mr. Bappa Purkayastha (Asstt.P.P). 

Learned Advocate for Defence : Smt. Laxmi Thapa Pradhan 

   

 
Evidence Recorded on  : 29/02/2020. 

Argument Heard on  : 29/02/2020. 

Judgement delivered on  : 29/02/2020. 

JUDGEMENT 

 

PROSECUTION CASE IN BRIEF: 

 

1. The concise fact of the prosecution case is that on 20-10-2018 the 

informant Smt. Juri Rajbongshi lodged an ejahar before the in-charge, Jagun 

Police Outpost to the effect that on 27/11/2015 at about 09:30 P.M. the accused 

person Sri Sameswar Dadhara, his wife Smt. Khane Dadhara alongwith some 

other persons came to their rented house at Parbatipur Village and threatened 

them using slang language. The accused person came looking for her husband 

using slang language as there occured some argument between her husband and 

the accused person at his work place. The accused person also threatened me of 

life on the morning of the date of lodging of ejahar. Hence the case. 
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2.           On receipt of the information, the Officer- In-Charge Lekhapani P.S 

registered the case vide Lekhapani P.S. Case No. 176/2015 U/S. 

448/352/294/506/34 of I.P.C and endorsed S.I. Pratap Gogoi with the 

investigation. In the course of investigation, the Investigating Officer visited the 

place of occurrence, examined the witnesses, prepared a sketch map and the 

accused person was apprehended and interrogated and allowed bail. On the 

conclusion of investigation, police filed charge-sheet U/S. 448/294/506 of I.P.C 

against the accused person Sri Sameswar Dadhara only. 

3.  On receiving the case for disposal, summon was issued to the accused 

person. On appearance of the accused person, copies of the relevant document 

was furnished to the accused persons in compliance with S.207 Cr.P.C. 

Particulars of offence U/S. 448/352/294/506/34 of I.P.C was explained  to the 

accused person to which he abjured the guilt and claimed to be tried. Although 

the particulars were earlier explained and along with the punitive sections , 

Section 34 IPC was added but on consideration of materials on record, during the 

writing of the judgement it appears that Section 34 IPC is not attracted and thus 

the particulars of offence is altered and thus the accused is to be tried only for 

the sections U/S. 448/352/294/506 of I.P.C only. 

 

4. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION NO.1: 

Whether the accused person Sri Someswar Dadhara on 27/11/15 at 9:30 

P.M. at Prabatipur Gaon, P.S. Lekhapani, District. Tinsukia entered into the 

dwelling house of the informant Smti Juri Rajbongshi & thereby committed house 

trespass which was used as a house of human dwelling and  and thereby 

committed an offence punishable u/sec 448 of IPC ? 

 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION NO.2: 

Whether the accused person on the same day, time and place have 

assaulted the informant Smti. Juri Rajbongshi otherwise than on grave and 

sudden provocation and thereby committed an offence U/S 352 of IPC ?  

POINT FOR DETERMINATION NO.3: 

Whether the accused person on the same day, time and place have made 

obscene utterances on the informant Smti. Juri Rajbongshi at a public place to 

the annoyance of others and thereby committed an offence U/S 294 of IPC ?  
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POINT FOR DETERMINATION NO.3: 

Whether the accused person on the same day, time and place have 

threatened the informant with dire consequences and thereby committed an 

offence U/S 506 of IPC ?  

 

5. During trial prosecution examined as many as only 1(one) witness and 

exhibited 1 (one) document only(shown in annexure appended herein 

below).The defence have fully utilised the opportunity to cross examine the 

prosecution witness. As the informant, has herself deposed that she do not want 

to proceed the case further  and has not deposed anything incriminating and 

thus calling of further prosecution witnesses were stopped as the informant 

deposed of her willingness not to proceed the case further and on the verbal 

prayer of the Learned A.P.P. the prosecution evidence was closed. After closure 

of the prosecution evidence, the prosecution evidence has been found 

insufficient to put to the explanation of the accused person U/S.313 CrPc and 

thus is dispensed with. The defence side have declined to adduce any evidence 

in defence. After closure of evidence, I have heard the final arguments of the 

learned advocates of both the sides and thereupon have reached the following 

decision.  

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF : 

6. PW-1 Smt. Juri Rajbongshi, the informant testified that she knows the 

accused person as he is her neighbour and deposed that the incident occurred in 

2015 on a public way when there occurred a argument amongst her husband Sri 

Bubu Rajbongshi and the accused person and on the same day in the evening 

the accused person came to their house and due to the misunderstanding there 

occurred some argument between us and out of anger she gave the case. Ext.1 

is the ejahar and Ext.1(1) is her signature. In her cross-examination, PW-1 stated 

that as the accused is her neighbour and the misunderstanding is also removed 

and thus she has no objection if the accused person is acquitted in this case. She 

also stated that her husband is also having good relation with the accused at 

present. 

7. The fact that has emerged from the evidence of the lone prosecution 

witness, the PW-1 who is the informant, that there occurred some argument took 

place amongst the accused person and PW-1 out of anger due to the 

misunderstanding lodged the Ext.1, ejahar. The informant who did not state 

anything incriminating as against the accused person. The informant who is the 
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best person to know as to what has actually happened thus the PW-1 stated 

nothing incriminating. Thus on consideration of entire gamut of evidence the 

prosecution has failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt the prosecution  case. 

So, I am convinced that there is not material to hold the accused person guilty 

and thus the  point for determinations are decided in negative. 

 

ORDER 

8. In the light of the above discussion and decision, I hereby acquit the 

accused person Sri Someswar Dadhara Under Section 448/352/294/506 of The 

Indian Penal Code.  

 

9. The accused person Sri Someswar Dadhara is acquitted and set at liberty 

forthwith. The bail bond of the accused person is extended for a further period of 

6(six) months from today as per provision of Section 437A , Cr.P.C. 

 

10.  The judgement is delivered and the operative part of the same is 

pronounced in the open court, today, the 29th day of February, 2020 under the 

hand and seal of this court. 

 

 

Typed on my dictation by 

Sri Gautam Duarah 

and corrected by me. 

 

( Smti. S. Borpujari) 

Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(M)  
Margherita, Assam. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contd...Appendix 
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APPENDIX 
 

1. LIST OF PROSECUTION WITNESS: 

 

PW-1- Smt. Juri Rajbongshi 

 

2. LIST OF PROSECUTION EXHIBITS: 

     Ext.1- F.I.R.(ejahar). 

 
3.LIST OF DEFENCE WITNESS: NIL. 

4.LIST OF DEFENCE EXHIBITS: NIL. 

 

 

 

 

(Smti. S. Borpujari,AJS) 

Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(M) 

Margherita, Assam. 

 
 

 

 

 

 


